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Just like in telephone, 
the end text is often 
quite different from 
the beginning text.



Example: Class 
Conlang Relay



Dakneɔ́zios sàtojóknut wɔde 
dakneʣáskaos leswát atý. 
Iano nelézjyɛle kʀýksaanu 
totjánat júlotjɛnwe atjánat 
ɲɛ́xotjɛnwe.  

“Do not behave like a fool and 
endanger yourself. After all, the 
kryksa do not distinguish a good 
person from a bad person.”

WÓXTJANATO STARTING & ENDING TEXTS
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dakneʣáskaos leswát atý. 
Iano nelézjyɛle kʀýksaanu 
totjánat júlotjɛnwe atjánat 
ɲɛ́xotjɛnwe.  

“Do not behave like a fool and 
endanger yourself. After all, the 
kryksa do not distinguish a good 
person from a bad person.”

Ýsesu ivé áxem àptonáox 
néasu letjána. Iano ýseɛn 
xlévwɛnda ivé ɲágem 
wɔtonéali wɔtoákje.  

“You are able to live without 
helping other people. After all, 
the sun goddess is able to turn 
her back on both servants and 
leaders.”

WÓXTJANATO STARTING & ENDING TEXTS



Jiláradzann ja biadzogonn 
addasta tezanglanns 
naktekwa waileiθa. Ju 
lúdlúdwein kásdannand 
leibannautta. 

“Basilisks and wyverns roam 
the darkest woods at night. 
You should stay on paths with 
great light.”
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lúdlúdwein kásdannand 
leibannautta. 

“Basilisks and wyverns roam 
the darkest woods at night. 
You should stay on paths with 
great light.”

Obladzainn dzastánjannekwa 
gaggamund. Akesa ofágwolax 
lizei eiwamannes enbranjamut. 
Obladzainn teaiwatundinnθark 
grabmut nunu les texaljannunnar 
afilla. 

“The kind-spirited creatures used to 
walk among these rocks. But then 
the evil wolves burned down their 
homes. The kind-spirited creatures 
dug through the bushes, and so now 
they hide beneath the boulders.”

GNÓMA STARTING & ENDING TEXTS
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but also… mistakes

natural shifts caused by translations into 
different languages

individual translator interpretation of what a 
particular string means
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Example Relay!
LCC5 Relay

https://conlang.org/language-creation-conference/lcc5/lcc5-relay/

https://conlang.org/language-creation-conference/lcc5/lcc5-relay/




The torch document I 
received from David 
included…









The torch document I 
sent to the next 
participant included…









This process went 
through ten more 
relay legs.



Then it got back to 
David, the “alpha” 
participant.
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HOW IT’S GOING



You can unpack 
similarities across 
the texts among 
what looks like 
chaos.



“Advice from Father” 

Approach me, my child.  

Today you will leave your family behind and ride 
beyond the mountains. Before your departure, 
though, I will give you this advice. Don’t trust a 
man who speaks with turtles. Turtles cannot be 
burned, and so they will frighten your horses. 

Eat carrots during the full moon only. The moon 
will strengthen the carrot and so you will be 
strengthened.  

Finally, never touch a plum tree. The plum tree is 
your enemy. A plum tree will disrespect you, your 
mount, and your ancestors. All plum trees are 
completely evil. I will hunt you down and murder 
you if you even look at a plum tree. I give you my 
word, my child: I will lay you low. 

Do not touch a plum tree. Plums, however, are 
sweet. You should eat plums. Dried plums, too. 
They’re great!  

Now ride, my child! Ride and scream like a goat!

“My Good Father” 

My good father said to me, 

“I want you to mount a mountain unicorn and 
inspect the deer.” So I mounted a unicorn and 
left. 

While I was traveling, I met a tribe that had many 
unicorns, and they showed me some sweet fruit 
they had found.  

They told me about a great lion on the mountain, 
and they were afraid that it would be able to 
injure me. I feared that I wouldn’t be able to get 
to the deer in time. 

I rode throughout the night, and, by the light of 
the moon, I saw a place where the sweet fruit 
was growing.  

When we reached the deer, it was healthy and 
gave birth.
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Takeaway(s)



Conlang relays…
give you a chance to dive into other 
conlangs and expand your own



Conlang relays…

ARE FUN!

give you a chance to dive into other 
conlangs and expand your own


